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Abstract
The four digraph search models, directed search, undirected search, strong search, and weak search, are studied in this paper.
There are three types of actions for searchers in these models: placing, removing, and sliding. The four models differ in the abilities
of searchers and intruders depending on whether or not they must obey the edge directions when they move along the directed
edges. In this paper, we investigate the relationships between these search models. We introduce the concept of directed vertex
separation for digraphs. We also discuss the properties of directed vertex separation, and investigate the relations between directed
vertex separation, directed pathwidth and search numbers in different search models.
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1. Introduction
Graph-searching problems serve as mathematical models for many real-world problems, such as capturing intruders
in a building, clearing a complex system of interconnected pipes which is contaminated by some noxious gas, and
killing a computer virus in a network system. In general, a graph- or digraph-searching problem is to ﬁnd the minimum
number of searchers to capture all the intruders hiding in a graph or digraph. Megiddo et al. [20] introduced the edge
searching problem, in which there are three types of actions for searchers, i.e., placing, removing, and sliding, and
an edge is cleared only by a sliding action in a proper way. Kirousis and Papadimitriou [18] introduced the node
searching problem, in which there are two types of actions for searchers, i.e., placing and removing, and an edge is
cleared if both end vertices are occupied by searchers. Bienstock and Seymour [7] introduced the mixed searching
problem that combines the edge searching and node searching problems. LaPaugh [19] showed that recontamination
of edges cannot reduce the number of searchers needed to clear a graph in the edge searching problem. There are
several other graph-searching problems studied in [11–13,24,25]. A survey of graph-searching results can be found
in [2,6,8,14].
Graph-searching problems were originally deﬁned for undirected graphs. However, sometimes an undirected graph
is not sufﬁcient to represent all of the information of a real-world problem, for example, directed edges are required if
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the graph models a road system with one-way streets. Johnson et al. [16] generalized the concepts of tree decomposition
and treewidth to digraphs and introduced a digraph-searching problem accordingly. Recently, Adler [1] showed that this
cops-and-robber game is not robber-monotone. Reed [22] deﬁned another treewidth on digraphs. Safari [23] introduced
d-width, which is related to the directed treewidth of a digraph. Evans and Safari [10] identiﬁed the class of digraphs
whose directed treewidth and d-width are both equal to one. Berwanger et al. [5] and, independently, Obdržálek [21]
introduced the DAG-width and the corresponding cops-and-robber game. Hunter and Kreutzer [15] introduced Kelly-
width for digraphs. Alspach et al. [3] proposed four digraph search models in which searchers have only two types of
actions, placing and sliding.
Barat [4] introduced a directed cops-and-robber game for digraphs. In this model, the robber hides only on vertices,
and the cops stand also only on vertices. The robber can run from vertex u to vertex v along a directed path from u to v
which does not contain any cop at a great speed at any time. The cops move by helicopters from vertex to vertex. The
cops capture the robber if a cop lands on a vertex where the robber stands and all out-neighbors are occupied by cops.
If the robber is invisible, the minimum number of cops needed to capture the robber hiding in a digraph D is the cop
number of D, denoted by cn(D).
Yang and Cao [26–28] introduced four digraph search models: directed search, undirected search, strong search
and weak search, which are capable of being used as mathematical models for a wide range of real-world problems.
These models differ in the abilities of the searchers and intruders depending on whether or not they must obey the edge
directions as follows:
• In the directed search model, both searchers and intruders must follow the edge direction when they move along an
edge.
• In the undirected search model, both searchers and intruders can move either from tail to head or from head to tail
when they move alone an edge.
• In the strong search model, intruders must move in the edge directions but searchers can move either from tail to
head or from head to tail when they move alone an edge.
• In the weak search model, searchers must move in the edge directions but intruders can move either from tail to
head or from head to tail when they move alone an edge.
In [26–28], Yang and Cao proved that the directed, strong, and weak search models are monotonic, respectively.
Throughout this paper, we use D to denote a digraph that may have multiple edges, an ordered pair (u, v) to denote
a directed edge with tail u and head v, and uv to denote an undirected edge with two end vertices u and v. Initially,
all edges of digraph D are contaminated. In the directed or strong search model, each intruder can move from vertex
u to vertex v along a directed path from u to v which does not contain any searcher at a great speed at any time; and
in the undirected or weak search model, each intruder can move from vertex u to vertex v along an undirected path
between u and v which does not contain any searcher at a great speed at any time. Each of the four search models has
three types of actions for searchers: (1) placing a searcher on a vertex, (2) removing a searcher from a vertex, and (3)
sliding a searcher along an edge. In particular, for the sliding action in the directed or weak search model, a searcher
slides along an edge only from its tail to its head; and for the sliding action in the strong or undirected search model, a
searcher slides along an edge from one end vertex to the other (ignoring the edge direction).
A search strategy is a sequence of actions such that the ﬁnal action leaves all edges of D uncontaminated (or cleared).
For the four search models, a contaminated edge can be cleared by a sliding action in a proper way.
• In the directed search model, a contaminated edge (u, v) can be cleared in one of the two ways by one sliding action:
sliding a searcher from u to v along (u, v) while at least one searcher is located on u, or sliding a searcher from u
to v along (u, v) while all edges with head u are already cleared.
• In the strong search model, a contaminated edge (u, v) can be cleared in one of the three ways by one sliding
action: sliding a searcher from u to v along (u, v) while at least one searcher is located on u, sliding a searcher
from u to v along (u, v) while all edges with head u are already cleared, or sliding a searcher from v to u along the
edge (u, v).
• In the weak search model, a contaminated edge (u, v) can be cleared in one of the two ways by one sliding action:
sliding a searcher from u to v along (u, v) while at least one searcher is located on u, or sliding a searcher from u
to v along (u, v) while all edges incident with u except (u, v) are already cleared.
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• In the undirected search model, a contaminated directed edge e with two ends u and v can be cleared in one of two
ways by one sliding action: sliding a searcher from u to v along e while at least one searcher is located on u, or
sliding a searcher from u to v along e while all edges incident with u except e are already cleared.
Digraph D is cleared if all of its edges are cleared. The minimum number of searchers needed to clear D in the
directed (resp. undirected, strong, or weak) search model is the directed (resp. undirected, strong, or weak) search
number of D, denoted by ds(D) (resp. us(D), ss(D) or ws(D)).
We say that a vertex in D is occupied at some moment if at least one searcher is located on this vertex at this moment.
Any searcher that is not on D at some moment is said to be free at this moment.
In a search model, let S be a search strategy and let Ai be the set of cleared edges immediately after the ith action.
The strategy S is monotonic if Ai ⊆ Ai+1 for each i. The search model is monotonic if for any digraph D, there
exists a monotonic search strategy that can clear D using k searchers, where k is the search number of D in this search
model.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some results for searching subdigraphs and digraph
minors. In Section 3, the relationships between different search models are studied. In Section 4, we introduce a new
parameter, directed vertex separation, and present some properties of directed vertex separation. In Section 5, the
relations between directed vertex separation, directed pathwidth and search numbers in different search models are
investigated. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.
2. Subdigraphs and digraph minors
In this section, we will consider whether the search number is closed for subdigraphs and digraph minors. Let D
be a digraph and D′ be a subdigraph of D. Since the undirected search number of D is the same as the edge search
number of the underlying graph of D, we know that us(D′)us(D). We have similar results for other three digraph
search models.
Theorem 2.1. GivenadigraphD, ifD′ is a subdigraphofD, thends(D′)ds(D), ss(D′)ss(D),andws(D′)ws(D).
Proof. Let ds(D) = k and S = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) be a directed search strategy that clears D using k searchers. We will
inductively construct a directed search strategy S′ = (S′1, S′2, . . . , S′n) to clear subdigraph D′ with k searchers, where
S′i is a subsequence of actions corresponding to si . There are two cases regarding si .
Case 1: The action si places a searcher on vertex v, or removes a searcher from vertex v. If v ∈ V (D′), then S′i takes
the same action; otherwise, S′i is empty.
Case 2: The action si slides a searcher from vertex u to v along edge (u, v). If u, v /∈V (D′), then S′i is empty; if
u ∈ V (D′) and v /∈V (D′), then S′i consists of one action: “removing a searcher from u”; if v ∈ V (D′) and u /∈V (D′),
then S′i consists of one action: “placing a searcher on v”; if u, v ∈ V (D′) and (u, v) ∈ E(D′), then S′i consists of one
action: “sliding the searcher from u to v along (u, v)”; if u, v ∈ V (D′) and (u, v) /∈E(D′), then S′i consists of two
actions: “removing a searcher from u” and “placing it on v”.
It is easy to verify that S′ can clearD′ using at most k searchers under the directed search model. Thus ds(D′)ds(D).
Similarly, we can prove that ss(D′)ss(D) and ws(D′)ws(D). 
In a digraph D, the contraction of an edge (u, v) is the replacement of u and v with a single vertex w such that the
edges with head w are the edges other than (u, v) that have head u or v, and the edges with tail w are the edges other
than (u, v) that have tail u or v. A digraph H is a digraph minor of D if a copy of H can be obtained from D via repeated
edge deletion and/or edge contraction. It is well known that us(H)us(D), where H is a digraph minor of D. We have
the similar result for the weak searching.
Theorem 2.2. Given a digraph D, if H is a digraph minor of D, then ws(H)ws(D).
Proof. For a vertex v ∈ V (H), let Cv be a subset of vertices from V (D) such that v is obtained from D by identifying
the vertices of Cv under contraction (if Cv is a singleton, there is no contraction). Given a weak search strategy of
D, we convert it to a weak search strategy of H by the following rules: whenever a searcher is placed on or removed
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Fig. 1. ss(A) = 1, ds(A) = 2, ss(B) = 2, and ds(B) = 3.
A′ B′
Fig. 2. ds(A′) = ss(A′) = 2 and ds(B ′) = ss(B ′) = 3.
from vertex v′ ∈ V (D) the corresponding searcher in the new search strategy is placed on or removed from vertex
v ∈ V (H) if there is a Cv such that v′ ∈ Cv , but does nothing otherwise; and whenever a searcher  slides along an
edge (u′, v′) from u′ ∈ V (D) to v′ ∈ V (D), the corresponding searcher  in the new search strategy does one of the
following actions: (1)  slides along edge (u, v) from u ∈ V (H) to v ∈ V (H) if there are two sets Cu and Cv such that
u′ ∈ Cu, v′ ∈ Cv , and (u, v) ∈ E(H); (2)  is removed from u ∈ V (H) and is placed on v ∈ V (H) if there are two
sets Cu and Cv such that u′ ∈ Cu and v′ ∈ Cv , but (u, v) /∈E(H); (3)  is removed from u ∈ V (H) if there is a Cu
such that u′ ∈ Cu, but there is no Cv such that v′ ∈ Cv; (4)  is placed on v ∈ V (H) if there is a Cv such that v′ ∈ Cv ,
but there is no Cu such that u′ ∈ Cu; and (5)  does nothing otherwise.
It is easy to verify that the new strategy can clear H using the same number of searchers as the original strategy for
D. Thus, ws(H)ws(D). 
We do not have an analogue of Theorem 2.2 for the directed search or strong search. Refer to Fig. 1, digraph B is
obtained from A by contracting the four vertical edges in A. It is easy to see that ss(A) = 1, ds(A) = 2, ss(B) = 2, and
ds(B) = 3. Furthermore, even if D is strong, we still do not have an analogue of Theorem 2.2 for the directed search
or strong search. Refer to Fig. 2, A′ is a strong digraph and B ′ is obtained from A′ by contracting all vertical edges in
A′. It is easy to see that ds(A′) = ss(A′) = 2 and ds(B ′) = ss(B ′) = 3.
Theorem 2.3. For a digraph D, if D1,D2, . . . , Dm are all the strong components of D, then ds(D) = maxi ds(Di)
and ss(D) = maxi ss(Di).
Proof. For the directed search model, by Theorem 2.1, we know that ds(D)maxi ds(Di). Thus, we only need to
prove that ds(D)maxi ds(Di).
Without loss of generality, suppose that D1,D2, . . . , Dm form an acyclic ordering of the strong components of
D, which is a linear ordering of all strong components such that if (u, v) ∈ E(D), u ∈ V (Di), and v ∈ V (Dj ),
then ij . First, we use ds(D1) searchers to clear D1. Notice that every edge with one endpoint in D1 and the
other endpoint in Di (i > 1) has its tail in D1 and head in Di . Thus when we clear D1, we can leave these edges
contaminated, which will not cause any recontamination. After clearing D1, we remove all searchers from D1 and
use one searcher to clear each edge with tail in D1 and head in Di (i > 1). Repeat the above process with D2, D3,
and so on until Dm is cleared. Hence, we can clear D with no more than maxi ds(Di) searchers. Therefore, ds(D) =
maxi ds(Di).
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Similarly, we can prove that ss(D) = maxi ss(Di). 
Because each strong component of an acyclic digraph is a single vertex, Corollary 2.4 follows from Theorem 2.3.
Corollary 2.4. If D is an acyclic digraph, then ds(D) = ss(D) = 1.
Lemma 2.5. Let D be a digraph and D′ be a subdigraph of D. For any one of the four digraph search models, if the
search number of D′ under this model is k, then for any search strategy of D under this model, there is an action such
that immediately after this action at least k searchers are located on the vertices of D′ and D′ has at least one cleared
edge.
Proof. We will prove this lemma only for the directed search model. We can use a similar method to prove this lemma
for the other three models. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there is a directed search strategy S of D such
that, at most k − 1 searchers are located on the vertices of D′ whenever D′ has at least one cleared edge. By using
the method in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can obtain a directed search strategy S′ of D′ from S. Let Ai be the set
of cleared edges and Zi be the set of occupied vertices immediately after the ith action in S′. Let p be the smallest
integer such that each Aj , jp, is not empty. From the hypothesis, we know that at most k − 1 searchers are located
on the vertices of D′ after the pth action. Since the pth action in S′ must be a sliding action and |Zp|k − 1, we
know that |Zp−1|k − 1. We can modify S′ such that any action before the pth action in S′ is either a placing or
a removing action because Ap−1 = ∅. It is easy to see that the modiﬁed S′can clear D′ with no more than k − 1
searchers. It follows that ds(D′)k − 1, which is a contradiction. Therefore, such an S does not exist and we are
done. 
Theorem 2.6. Let D be a strong digraph and D1,D2, and D3 be three vertex-disjoint subdigraphs in D such that for
any pair of vertices x ∈ V (Di) and y ∈ V (Dj ), 1 i, j3, there is a directed path in D from x to y such that this
path contains no vertex of Dh, 1h3 and h = i, j . If ds(Di)k (resp. ss(Di)k) for 1 i3, then ds(D)k + 1
(resp. ss(D)k + 1).
Proof. We will prove this theorem for the directed search model. We can use a similar method to prove this theorem
for the strong search model. Suppose that ds(D)k. Since the directed search problem is monotonic [27], there is a
monotonic directed search strategy S of D using k searchers. Because ds(Di)k, 1 i3, by Lemma 2.5, there is
a moment for S such that at that moment, all the k searchers are located on the vertices of Di and at least one edge
of Di is cleared. Let ti be the earliest such moment for Di . Without loss of generality, we assume that t1 < t2 < t3.
Consider the state of D at t2. We know that there is at least one cleared edge in D1, say e1, and at least one con-
taminated edge in D3, say e2. Because there is a directed path in D from the head of e2 to the tail of e1, which
contains no vertex of D2, e1 will be recontaminated by e2at the moment t2, which contradicts the assumption that
S is monotonic. Thus, there is no monotonic directed search strategy of D using k searchers. Therefore, ds(D)
k + 1. 
Similarly, we can show the following result.
Theorem 2.7. Let D be a digraph and D1,D2, and D3 be three vertex-disjoint subdigraphs in D such that for any
pair of vertices x ∈ V (Di) and y ∈ V (Dj ), 1 i, j3, there is an undirected path in D from x to y such that this path
contains no vertex of Dh, 1h3 and h = i, j . If ws(Di)k (resp. us(Di)k) for 1 i3, then ws(D)k + 1
(resp. us(D)k + 1).
3. Relations between search models
In this section, we investigate relationships between search models for digraphs. Theorem 3.1 follows directly from
the deﬁnitions.
Theorem 3.1. If D is a digraph, then ss(D)ds(D)ws(D) and ss(D)us(D)ws(D).
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Fig. 3. ss(D)< ds(D)< us(D)<ws(D).
All equalities in Theorem 3.1 can be achieved. For example, if D is a directed path, then all the four search numbers
equal 1. On the other hand, all the inequalities in Theorem 3.1 can be strict. As illustrated in Fig. 3, it is easy to see that
ss(D) = 1, ds(D) = 2, us(D) = 3, and ws(D) = 4.
Although the searchers in the strong search model are more powerful than those in the directed search model, we
can show that the difference between the strong search number and the directed search number is at most 1.
Theorem 3.2. If D is a digraph, then ds(D)ss(D) + 1.
Proof. Let ss(D) = k and let S be a monotonic strong search strategy that clears D using k searchers. Because S is
monotonic, each edge of D is cleared only once by S. We classify sliding actions in a strong search strategy into two
types: forward clearing and backward clearing. If an edge is cleared by sliding a searcher from its tail to its head, then
this action is called forward clearing; if an edge is cleared by sliding a searcher from its head to its tail, then this action
is called backward clearing.
Let N(S) be the number of edges cleared by backward clearing in S. If N(S) = 0, then S is also a monotonic
directed search strategy of D. If N(S)1, we will modify S such that after the modiﬁcation, each edge of D is
cleared by a forward clearing action. We add a new searcher  in the modiﬁed strategy such that for each edge
that were originally cleared by a backward clearing action in S, we use  to clear this edge by a forward clearing
action in the modiﬁed strategy. The modiﬁcation consists of N(S) phases. During each phase, we clear the current
last edge cleared by backward clearing using forward clearing instead. One phase of the modiﬁcation is described as
follows:
Let (u, v) be the current last edge cleared by a backward clearing action si , which is the ith action in S. We then
have two cases regarding the state of D immediately before si .
Case 1: All the edges with head u are cleared immediately before si . Then we replace si by ﬁve consecutive actions:
“placing  on u”, “sliding  from u to v along (u, v)”, “removing  from v”, “removing a searcher from v” and “placing
the searcher on u”.
Case 2: There is at least one contaminated edge with head u immediately before si . Let  be the searcher sliding
along (u, v) from v to u in si , and let e be the next cleared edge incident with u. Suppose that e is cleared by the j th
action sj in S. We know that e must be cleared by a forward clearing action because (u, v) is the current last edge
cleared by a backward clearing action in S. We have two cases regarding e.
Case 2.1: The vertex u is the head of e, say e = (w, u). Then the action sj slides a searcher from w to u. Since
(u, v) is cleared and (w, u) is contaminated just before sj , searcher  is still on vertex u just before sj . We modify S
by eliminating si from S ﬁrst (which implies that  is on v just before sj ) and then inserting ﬁve consecutive actions
in S immediately after sj : “placing  on u”, “sliding  from u to v along (u, v)”, “removing  from v”, “removing the
searcher  from v” and “placing  on u”.
Case 2.2: The vertex u is the tail of e, say e = (u,w). Then sj slides a searcher from u to w. Since at least one edge
with head u is contaminated immediately before sj , there must be at least two searchers (including ) on u immediately
before sj . We modify S by eliminating si from S ﬁrst and then inserting ﬁve consecutive actions in S immediately
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before sj : “placing  on u”, “sliding  from u to v along (u, v)”, “removing  from v”, “removing the searcher  from
v” and “placing  on u”.
It is easy to verify that after one phase, the modiﬁed strategy is also a monotonic strong search strategy that clears
D using k + 1 searchers, and the number of backward clearing is decreased by one. By performing the modiﬁcation
described in Cases 1 and 2 N(S) times, the resulting search strategy clears each edge of D by a forward clearing action,
which implies that the modiﬁed strong search strategy can be considered as a monotonic directed search strategy that
clears D using k + 1 searchers. Therefore, ds(D)ss(D) + 1. 
Note that the equality in Theorem 3.2 can be achieved. For example, if D is a directed cycle, then ds(D) = 2 and
ss(D) = 1.
From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we have the following inequality between the directed search number and the undirected
search number.
Corollary 3.3. If D is a digraph, then ds(D)us(D) + 1.
For the digraph B in Fig. 1, it is easy to see that us(B) = 2. Thus, the equality in Corollary 3.3 can be achieved.
Recall that in Barat’s cops-and-robber game, the cop number of D, cn(D), is the minimum number of cops needed to
capture the robber who hides in a digraph D and is invisible to cops. The following theorem establishes a relationship
between cn(D) and ds(D).
Theorem 3.4. If D is a digraph, then cn(D)ds(D)cn(D) + 1.
Proof. We ﬁrst consider the second inequality. Let cn(D) = k and letA = (a1, a2, . . . , an) be a cop search strategy
of D using k cops. We will construct a directed search strategy S using k + 1 searchers to clear D. Without loss of
generality, suppose that all k cops are located on a vertex x of D initially. We can construct a sequence of actions S0 in
the directed search strategy as follows: the ﬁrst k actions in S0 are placing a searcher on x, and the remaining actions
in S0 are using the additional searcher to clear each out-edge of x. Recall that in each action ai ofA, a cop moves by
a helicopter from the vertex which the cop is occupied to another vertex. If a cop  moves from vertex u to vertex v in
action ai , then we construct a sequence of actions Si in the directed search strategy as follows: The ﬁrst two actions
in Si are “removing  from u” and “placing  on v”. Since we have an additional searcher in S, the remaining actions
in Si are using the additional searcher to clear each out-edge of v. For example, if (v,w) is an out-edge of v and  is
the additional searcher in S, then we have three actions: “placing  on v”, “sliding  from v to w along (v,w)”, and
“removing  from w”. For each i from 1 to n, we can replace ai by Si . Thus, we obtain a sequence of directed search
actions S = (S0, S1, . . . , Sn). It is easy to verify that S is a directed search strategy that clears D using k + 1 searchers.
Thus, ds(D)cn(D) + 1.
We now consider the ﬁrst inequality. Let ds(D) = k and let S = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) be a directed search strategy of D
using k searchers. We can modify S to obtain a cop search strategyA using k searchers. Suppose that all searchers are
free in S initially. If s1 is the action of placing a searcher on vertex x, then we can suppose, without loss of generality,
that all cops are located on x initially in the cops-and-robber game. We ﬁrst set A = S, and then we modify A by
deleting s1 and all removing and sliding actions. For each placing action in S except s1, if this action is “placing  on
v”, then we replace the corresponding action inA by moving  from a vertex in D to the vertex v. After replacing each
placing action, we obtain a sequence of cops’ moves, which is a cop search strategy that can capture the robber using
k cops. 
The two equalities in Theorem 3.4 can be achieved. For example, for an acyclic digraph D, ds(D)= cn(D)= 1; and
for the digraph B in Fig. 1, ds(B) = 3, but cn(B) = 2.
Corollary 3.5. If D is a digraph, then cn(D) − 1ss(D)cn(D) + 1.
Proof. From Theorems 3.1 and 3.4, we have ss(D)ds(D)cn(D) + 1. From Theorems 3.4 and 3.2, we have
cn(D)ds(D)ss(D) + 1. Thus, cn(D) − 1ss(D). 
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Table 1
Relations between different search models (all the inequalities are tight)
ds(D) = k ss(D) = k ws(D) = k us(D) = k
k − 1 ss(D)k kds(D)k + 1 1ds(D)k 1ds(D)k + 1
ws(D)k ws(D)k 1 ss(D)k 1 ss(D)k
us(D)k − 1 us(D)k k − 2us(D)k kws(D)k + 2
The two equalities in Corollary 3.5 can be achieved. For example, for a directed cycle D of length at least 2, ss(D)=1
and cn(D) = 2; and for the digraph B ′ in Fig. 2, ss(B ′) = 3, but cn(B ′) = 2.
We now consider the relationship between ws(D) and us(D).
Theorem 3.6. If D is a digraph, then ws(D)us(D) + 2.
Proof. Let us(D) = k and let S = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) be a monotonic undirected search strategy of D using k searchers.
We will construct a weak search strategy S′ using at most k + 2 searchers to clear D. Initially, S′ is an empty sequence.
For each i from 1 to n, if si places a searcher on a vertex, removes a searcher from a vertex, or slides a searcher along
an edge from the tail to the head, then we add si to the end of S′; otherwise, i.e., si slides a searcher along an edge
(u, v) from v to u, then we need two extra searchers, say  and , and we then add the following seven consecutive
actions to the end of S′: “placing  on v”, “removing one searcher (not ) from v”, “placing this searcher on u”,
“placing  on u”, “sliding  from u to v to clear (u, v)”, “removing  from v” and “removing  from v”. It is easy
to verify that S′ is a monotonic weak search strategy that clears D using at most k + 2 searchers. Thus, ws(D)
us(D) + 2. 
From Theorems 3.1 and 3.6, we know that the difference between ws(D) and us(D) is at most two. Furthermore, for
a digraph D which is an orientation of a path with at least four vertices, if D has exactly two vertices whose in-degree
is not equal to its out-degree, then ws(D) = us(D); if D has exactly three vertices whose in-degree is not equal to
its out-degree, then ws(D) = us(D) + 1; otherwise, ws(D) = us(D) + 2. Thus, the equality in Theorem 3.6 can be
achieved.
We have discussed the relationships between the search numbers of different search models on digraphs. Table 1
summarizes these relationships. Since ss(D)ds(D)ss(D)+1 and us(D)ws(D)us(D)+2, we know that ss(D)
is very close to ds(D) and us(D) is very close to ws(D). We now consider the difference between ss(D) and ws(D).
In fact, the difference between ss(D) and ws(D) can be arbitrarily large. For a tree T, let −→T be an orientation of T. We
know that ss(−→T )= 1 because −→T is an acyclic digraph. However, ws(−→T ) can be arbitrarily large. On the other hand, if
the digraph is strongly connected “everywhere”, then the difference between ss(D) and ws(D) is at most two, as shown
in Corollary 5.5 (which will be proved later). Furthermore, we can even construct a class of digraphs D1,D2,D3 . . .
such that ss(Di)= ws(Di)= i. Let D1 be a digraph with one vertex and no edge and let the vertex be called the center
of D1. For i2, Di is constructed by making three copies of Di−1 and connecting the center of each copy of Di−1 to
a new vertex (which is the center of Di) by two edges with opposite directions. The digraph D4 is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Theorem 3.7. If Di , i1, is a digraph constructed above, then ss(Di) = ds(Di) = us(Di) = ws(Di) = i.
Proof. We prove this result by induction on i. Clearly, the search number of D1 equals 1 in all the four search models.
Suppose that this result holds for in. Now we consider the case for i = n+ 1. After deleting the center of Dn+1, we
obtain three copies of Dn, which are disjoint from each other. Since the search number of Dn equals n in all the four
search models, by Theorems 2.6 and 2.7„ the search number of Dn+1 is at least n + 1 in all the four search models.
To prove that the search number of Dn+1 equals n + 1 in all the four search models, we only need to show that
there is a weak search strategy of Dn+1 using n + 1 searchers. For D2, we can ﬁrst place a searcher on its center
and then use another searcher to clear all the edges. For D3, we can ﬁrst place a searcher on its center, and then
perform the following strategy for each copy of D2, respectively: place a searcher on the center of D3 and slide it to
the center of D2; after that perform the strategy for clearing D2 as described above without the ﬁrst placing action;
ﬁnally slide the searcher on the center of D2 to the center of D3 and remove it from the center of D3. Recursively, we
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Fig. 4. The digraph D4.
can construct a monotonic weak search strategy for Dn+1 using n + 1 searchers based on the strategy for Dn using n
searchers.
Therefore, the search number of Di equals i in all the four search models. 
4. Directed vertex separation and pathwidth
For an undirected graph, vertex separation and pathwidth are two graph parameters which are closely related to
search problems. In this section, we introduce the directed vertex separation for digraphs, which is an extension of the
vertex separation of graphs. We will show that the directed vertex separation equals the directed pathwidth for any
digraph. We also investigate the properties of directed vertex separation and directed pathwidth.
Vertex separation was introduced in [9]. Let G be a undirected graph. A linear layout (or layout) of G is a one-
to-one mapping L: V (G) → {1, 2, . . . , |V (G)|}. Let VL(i)={x ∈ V (G): there exists y ∈ V (G) such that the
edge xy ∈ E(G), L(x) i and L(y)> i}. The vertex separation of G with respect to L, denoted by vsL(G), is
deﬁned as vsL(G) = max{|VL(i)| : 1 i |V (G)|}. The vertex separation of G is deﬁned as vs(G) = min{vsL(G) :
L is a linear layout of G}. We now generalize the deﬁnition of vertex separation to digraphs as follows.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Given a digraph D and a linear layout L : V (D) → {1, 2, . . . , |V (D)|}, let DVL(i)={x ∈ V (D):
there exists y ∈ V (D) such that edge (y, x) ∈ E(D) and L(x) i and L(y)> i}. The directed vertex separation of D
with respect to L, denoted by dvsL(D), is deﬁned as dvsL(D) = max{|DVL(i)| : 1 i |V (D)|}. The directed vertex
separation of D is deﬁned as dvs(D) = min{dvsL(D) : L is a linear layout of D}.
We now deﬁne the directed path decomposition and directed pathwidth, which were introduced by Reed, Seymour,
and Thomas.
Deﬁnition 4.2. Given a digraph D, a directed path decomposition of D is a sequence of subsets of vertices W1,W2,
. . . ,Wm such that:
(i) ⋃mi=1Wi = V (D),
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(ii) for 1 i < j < km, Wi
⋂
Wk ⊆ Wj , and
(iii) for each edge in D, it either has both endpoints in the same Wi or has its tail in Wi and head in Wj ,
where i < j .
The width of a directed path decomposition of D is max1 im{|Wi | − 1}. The directed pathwidth of D, denoted by
dpw(D), is the minimum width over all possible directed path decompositions of D.
Lemma 4.3. Given a digraph D, let W1,W2, . . . ,Wm be a directed path decomposition of D. For any edge (u, v)
in D, if no Wk , 1km, contains both u and v, then for any Wi containing u and any Wj containing v, we
have i < j .
Proof. Let Iu ={i: 1 i |V (D)| and Wi contains u} and Iv ={j : 1j |V (D)| and Wj contains v}. From condition
(ii) in Deﬁnition 4.2, we know that Iu (resp. Iv) consists of a sequence of consecutive numbers. Since Iu ∩ Iv = ∅,
it follows from condition (iii) in Deﬁnition 4.2 that the maximum number in Iu is less than the minimum number
in Iv . 
Kinnersley [17] proved that the vertex separation of an undirected graph is equal to its pathwidth. We can prove the
analogous result for digraphs.
Theorem 4.4. If D is a digraph, then dvs(D) = dpw(D).
Proof. First we prove that dvs(D)dpw(D). Let W1,W2, . . . ,Wm be a directed path decomposition of D with width
dpw(D). Without loss of generality, suppose that each Wi is not a subset of Wi−1 or Wi+1. We will construct a layout
L of D such that dvsL(D)dpw(D). The following procedure describes a labeling process such that each vertex v of
D is assigned a unique label, L(v), when the ﬁrst time v belongs to some Wi , 1 im.
V ′ ← ∅;
for i = 1 to m do
Y ← Wi − V ′;
while Y = ∅ do
arbitrarily select a vertex y ∈ Y ;
L(y) ← |V ′| + 1;
V ′ ← V ′ ∪ {y};
Y ← Y − {y};
Since every vertex of D is in some Wi , L is a linear layout of D. For 1 i |V (D)|, let v = L−1(i) that is the ith
vertex in L. Suppose that Wk is the ﬁrst set containing v. If DVL(i) = ∅, then DVL(i) ⊆ Wk . Otherwise, for any
vertex x ∈ DVL(i), there exists a vertex y ∈ V (D) such that the edge (y, x) ∈ E(D) and L(x) i and L(y)> i.
Since y is labeled after v, the vertex y can belong only to the subsets after Wk (including Wk). If x /∈Wk , then it follows
from condition (ii) in Deﬁnition 4.2 that x does not belong to any subset after Wk , which contradicts condition (iii) in
Deﬁnition 4.2. Thus, x ∈ Wk , and this implies that DVL(i) ⊆ Wk . We now show that |DVL(i)|dpw(D). There are
two cases regarding vertex L−1(i + 1):
(1) L−1(i + 1) ∈ Wk . Since L−1(i + 1) /∈DVL(i), we have |DVL(i)| |Wk| − 1dpw(D).
(2) L−1(i + 1) /∈Wk . Since Wk − Wk+1 = ∅, let u be a vertex in Wk − Wk+1. If u ∈ DVL(i), then there is
an edge (w, u) ∈ E(D) and L(w)> i. Since L−1(i + 1) /∈Wk , the vertex w can belong only to the sub-
sets after Wk (excluding Wk), which contradicts condition (iii) in Deﬁnition 4.2. Thus, u /∈DVL(i). Therefore,
|DVL(i)| |Wk| − 1dpw(D).
From cases (1) and (2), we have dvs(D)dvsL(D)dpw(D).
We now prove that dpw(D)dvs(D). Let L be a layout of D such that dvsL(D) = dvs(D). Let W1 = {L−1(1)}
and Wi = {L−1(i)} ∪ DVL(i − 1) for 2 i |V (D)|. We will show that W1,W2, . . . ,W|V (D)| is a directed path
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Fig. 5. dvs(A) = 0 and dvs(B) = 1.
decomposition of D by checking the three conditions in Deﬁnition 4.2:
(1) Since L−1(i) ∈ Wi for 1 i |V (D)|, we have⋃|V (D)|i=1 Wi = V (D).
(2) For 1 i < j < km and for any vertex v ∈ Wi ∩ Wk , we know that v ∈ {L−1(i)} ∪ DVL(i − 1) and v ∈
{L−1(k)} ∪ DVL(k − 1). It follows that L(v) ij − 1. Since each vertex has a unique label, we have v ∈
DVL(k − 1). Thus, there is an edge (u, v) ∈ E(D) and L(u)k > j . Therefore, v ∈ DVL(j − 1) ⊆ Wj and
Wi
⋂
Wk ⊆ Wj .
(3) For any edge (u, v) ∈ E(D), let Iu = {i: 1 i |V (D)| and Wi contains u} and Iv = {i: 1 i |V (D)| and Wi
contains v}. If Iu ∩ Iv = ∅, that is, there is a Wi that contains both u and v, then condition (iii) in Deﬁnition 4.2
is satisﬁed; otherwise, let p be the minimum number in Iu and q be the minimum number in Iv . If q <p, then
L(v)=qp−1 and L(u)=p>p−1 because Wq is the ﬁrst set containing v and Wp is the ﬁrst set containing u.
Hence, v ∈ DVL(p − 1) ⊆ Wp, which contradicts the condition that Iu ∩ Iv = ∅. Therefore, p<q and condition
(iii) in Deﬁnition 4.2 is satisﬁed.
Therefore, W1,W2, . . . ,W|V (D)| is a directed path decomposition of D, and |Wi |=|DVL(i−1)|+1, 1 i |V (D)|.
It follows that the width of this directed path decomposition equals dvs(D). Hence, dpw(D)dvs(D). 
From Theorem 4.4, we know that all the results regarding the directed vertex separation dvs(D) hold for the directed
pathwidth dpw(D).
Theorem 4.5. If D′ is a subdigraph of digraph D, then dvs(D′)dvs(D).
Proof. Let L be a layout of D. We can construct a layout L′ of D′ from L by deleting the vertices in V (D) − V (D′),
i.e., for any pair of vertices x, y ∈ V (D′), L′(x)<L′(y) if and only if L(x)<L(y).
For 1 i |V (D′)|, let v=L′−1(i) be the ith vertex inL′. For any vertex x ∈ DVL′(i), there exists a vertex y ∈ V (D′)
such that the edge (y, x) ∈ E(D′) and L′(x) i and L′(y)> i. In D, let j = L(v). We know that (y, x) ∈ E(D) and
L(x)j and L(y)> j . Thus, x ∈ DVL(j) and DVL′(i) ⊆ DVL(j). Therefore, dvsL′(D′)dvsL(D) and thus
dvs(D′)dvs(D). 
We do not have an analogue of Theorem 4.5 for digraph minors. Refer to Fig. 5, A is acyclic and B is obtained from
A by contracting the four vertical edges in A. It is easy to see that dvs(A) = 0 and dvs(B) = 1. Furthermore, even if
D is strong, we still do not have an analogue of Theorem 4.5 for digraph minors of D. Refer to Fig. 6, A′ is a strong
digraph and B ′ is obtained from A′ by contracting all dashed edges in A′. It is easy to see that dvs(B ′) = 2. From the
layout L of A′ (see Fig. 6), we know that dvs(A′) = 1.
Theorem 4.6. If D is a digraph and D¯ is the underlying graph of D, then dvs(D)vs(D¯).
Proof. Let L be a layout of D. Since V (D) = V (D¯), L is also a layout of D¯. For 1 i |V (D)|, for any vertex
x ∈ DVL(i), there exists a vertex y ∈ V (D) such that the edge (y, x) ∈ E(D) and L(x) i and L(y)> i. In the graph
D¯, xy ∈ E(D¯); hence, x ∈ VL(i) and DVL(i) ⊆ VL(i). Therefore, dvsL(D)vsL(D¯) and thus dvs(D)vs(D¯). 
Notice that the difference between the directed vertex separation of a digraph and the vertex separation of its
underlying graph can be arbitrarily large. For example, if D is a digraph whose underlying graph is a tree, then
dvs(D) = 0 because D is an acyclic digraph. However, we know that the vertex separation of a tree can be arbitrarily
large. On the other hand, if D is strongly connected “everywhere”, then dvs(D) is the same as vs(D¯).
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Fig. 6. dvs(A′) = 1 and dvs(B ′) = 2.
Theorem 4.7. Let G be an undirected graph. If D is a digraph obtained from G by replacing each edge uv ∈ E(G)
with two directed edges (u, v) and (v, u), and D¯ is the underlying graph of D, then dvs(D) = vs(D¯) = vs(G).
Proof. It is easy to see that vs(D¯)=vs(G). We only need to show that dvs(D)=vs(G). Let L be a layout of D. It is easy
to see that L is also a layout of G. For 1 i |V (D)|, we show that DVL(i)=VL(i). For any vertex x ∈ DVL(i), there
exists a vertex y ∈ V (D) such that the edge (y, x) ∈ E(D) andL(x) i andL(y)> i. In the graph G, since xy ∈ E(G),
we have x ∈ VL(i), and thus, DVL(i) ⊆ VL(i). On the other hand, for any x ∈ VL(i), there exists y ∈ V (G) such
that edge xy ∈ E(G), L(x) i and L(y)> i. In the digraph D, since (y, x) ∈ E(D), we have x ∈ DVL(i) and thus
VL(i) ⊆ DVL(i). Therefore, dvsL(D) = vsL(G) and dvs(D) = vs(G). 
Since the problem of determining the vertex separation of a graph is NP-complete, from Theorem 4.7, we have the
following result.
Corollary 4.8. Given a digraph, the problem of determining its directed vertex separation is NP-complete.
Similar to Theorem 2.3, we can prove the following result.
Theorem 4.9. If D is a digraph, then
dvs(D) = max{dvs(S) : S is a strong component of D}.
Similar to Theorem 2.6, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.10. Let D be a strong digraph and D1,D2, and D3 be three vertex-disjoint subdigraphs in D such that for
any pair of vertices x ∈ V (Di) and y ∈ V (Dj ), 1 i, j3, there is a directed path in D from x to y such that this path
contains no vertex of Dh, 1h3 and h = i, j . If dvs(Di)k for 1 i3, then dvs(D)k + 1.
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5. Search models and vertex separation
In this section we discuss the relationships between directed vertex separation (equivalently, directed pathwidth)
and search numbers under the directed search model and the strong search model. We will prove that dvs(D) +
1ds(D)dvs(D) + 2 and dvs(D)ss(D)dvs(D) + 2 for any digraph D.
Theorem 5.1. If D is a digraph, then dvs(D) + 1ds(D)dvs(D) + 2.
Proof. Let ds(D) = k and let S be a monotonic directed search strategy of D using k searchers. We ﬁrst prove that
dvs(D)k − 1 by constructing a layout L of D such that dvsL(D)k − 1. We label each vertex v ∈ V (D) according
to the action that clears an out-edge of v and all other out-edges of v are still contaminated, i.e., this step is the ﬁrst time
when a searcher slides from the vertex v to one of its out-neighbors. Thus, for any pair of vertices x, y ∈ V (D), if the
ﬁrst cleared out-edge of x is cleared before the ﬁrst cleared out-edge of y, then in the constructed layout, L(x)<L(y).
The vertices of out-degree 0 are labeled in arbitrary order after all the vertices of out-degree greater than 0 have been
labeled.
For 1 i |V (D)|, let v = L−1(i) that is the ith vertex in L. For any vertex x ∈ DVL(i), there exists a vertex
y ∈ V (D) such that the edge (y, x) ∈ E(D) and L(x) i and L(y)> i. Consider the action s in S which clears the
ﬁrst cleared out-edge of v. According to the way we construct the layout L, we know that immediately after this action,
(1) no out-edge of y is cleared because L(y)>L(v), which implies that edge (y, x) is contaminated and (2) at least
one out-edge of x has been cleared because L(x)L(v). Since S is monotonic, there must be at least one searcher
located on x to protect cleared edges with tail x, which implies that at least one searcher is stationed at each vertex in
DVL(i) immediately after s. In the next action just after s, since |DVL(i)| searchers on the vertices of DVL(i) cannot
be removed or slide, we need to manipulate another searcher. Hence, for 1 i |V (D)|, we have |DVL(i)| + 1k.
Therefore, dvs(D)dvsL(D)k − 1 = ds(D) − 1.
We now prove ds(D)dvs(D) + 2. Let L be a layout of D such that dvsL(D) = dvs(D). The following procedure
describes a directed search strategy that clears D using at most dvsL(D) + 2 searchers.
for i ← 1 to |V (D)| do
x ← L−1(i);
place a searcher on x;
for each out-neighbor y of x do
place a searcher  on x;
slide  from x to y along (x, y);
remove  from y;
remove searchers from vertices that are not in DVL(i);
It is easy to see that at the end of the ith iteration of the outer for-loop, the following two conditions are satisﬁed:
(1) all the edges (u, v) with L(u) i have been cleared and (2) there is exactly one searcher on each vertex that
belongs to DVL(i) and no searcher on any other vertices. Hence, this strategy clears all the edges of D using at most
dvsL(D) + 2 = dvs(D) + 2 searchers. Therefore, dvs(D) + 1ds(D)dvs(D) + 2. 
For the digraph B in Fig. 1, it is easy to see that dvs(B)=1 and ds(B)=3. If we delete the two edges in the rightmost
cycle from B, then for the remaining digraph, its directed vertex separation is still 1 and its directed search number is
2. Thus, the two inequalities in Theorem 5.1 are tight.
Corollary 5.2. If D is a digraph, then dvs(D)ss(D)dvs(D) + 2.
Proof. By Theorems 5.1 and 3.2, we have dvs(D)ds(D) − 1ss(D); and by Theorems 5.1 and 3.1, we have
ss(D)ds(D)dvs(D) + 2. 
Notice that the two inequalities in Corollary 5.2 are tight. For a directed cycle of length at least 2, both its directed
vertex separation and its strong search number are equal to 1. For an acyclic digraph, its directed vertex separation is
equal to 0, and its strong search number is equal to 1. For the digraph B ′ in Fig. 2, its directed vertex separation is equal
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to 1, and its strong search number is equal to 3. Notice that B ′ has the important feature that the multiplicity of each
edge is three. We can generalize this as follows:
Theorem 5.3. Let D be a digraph. If the multiplicity of each edge in D is at most two, then ss(D)dvs(D) + 1.
Proof. Let L be a layout of D such that dvsL(D)=dvs(D). The following procedure describes a strong search strategy
that clears D using at most dvsL(D) + 1 searchers.
for i ← 1 to |V (D)| do
x ← L−1(i);
if DVL(i − 1) − DVL(i) = ∅, then
for each y ∈ DVL(i − 1) − DVL(i), do
if the multiplicity of edge (x, y) is one, then
slide the searcher on y from y to x along (x, y);
if the multiplicity of edge (x, y) is two, then
place another searcher on y;
slide both searchers on y from y to x along the two
edges between them;
remove one searcher from x;
perform actions (may be empty action) such that if x /∈DVL(i), then no
searcher is on x; otherwise, only one searcher is on x;
for each out-neighbor v of x do
place a searcher  on x;
slide  from x to v along (x, v);
remove  from v;
In the line 4 of the above procedure, because y ∈ DVL(i − 1) − DVL(i), we know that (x, y) ∈ E(D). It is
easy to see that this strategy clears all the edges of D using at most dvsL(D) + 1 = dvs(D) + 1 searchers. Therefore,
ss(D)dvs(D) + 1. 
Theorem 5.4. If D is a digraph and D¯ is the underlying undirected graph of D, then vs(D¯)ws(D)vs(D¯) + 2.
Proof. From [9], we know that the vertex separation of an undirected graph is less than or equal to the edge search
number of this graph. We also know that the undirected search number of a digraph is equal to the edge search number
of its underlying graph. Thus, vs(D¯)us(D). By Theorem 3.1, we have us(D)ws(D). Hence, vs(D¯)ws(D). In
the rest of the proof we will focus on proving ws(D)vs(D¯) + 2. Let L be a layout of D¯ such that vsL(D¯) = vs(D¯).
Note that L is also a layout of D. The following procedure describes a weak search strategy that clears D using at most
vsL(D¯) + 2 searchers.
for i ← 1 to |V (D)| do
x ← L−1(i);
place a searcher on x;
for each edge (x, y) such that L(y)L(x) do
place a searcher  on x;
slide  from x to y along (x, y);
remove  from y;
for each edge (z, x) such that L(z)L(x) do
place a searcher  on z;
slide  from z to x along (z, x);
remove  from x;
remove searchers from vertices that are not in VL(i);
It is easy to see that at the end of the ith iteration of the outer loop, the following two conditions are satisﬁed: (1)
all edges (u, v) such that L(u), L(v) i have been cleared and (2) there is exactly one searcher on each vertex that
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belongs to VL(i), and no searcher on any other vertices. Hence, this strategy clears all the edges of D using at most
vsL(D¯) + 2 = vs(D¯) + 2 searchers. Therefore, ws(D)vs(D¯) + 2. 
Notice that the vertex separation of a path is 1, and the weak search number of an orientation of a path varies between
1 and 3. Thus, the two inequalities in Theorem 5.4 are tight.
Corollary 5.5. Given a digraph D, if for any edge (u, v) ∈ E(D), there is an edge (v, u) ∈ E(D), then ws(D)
ss(D) + 2.
Proof. Let D¯ be the underlying graph of D. Notice that both D¯ and D may have some multiple edges, but multiple
edges do not effect either the vertex separation of a graph or directed vertex separation of a digraph. By Theorem 5.4,
ws(D)vs(D¯)+ 2; and by Corollary 5.2, dvs(D)ss(D). If follows from Theorem 4.7 that ws(D)ss(D)+ 2. 
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the four digraph search models and the relationships between them. Some results about
searching subdigraphs and digraph minors are also presented. We introduced directed vertex separation and gave some
properties of directed vertex separation. Finally, we investigated the relationships between directed vertex separation,
directed pathwidth, and the search numbers under different search models.
Most of the relationships shown in this paper are described in inequalities. Although all these inequalities are
tight, we are still interested in detailed characterizations. For example, from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we know that
ss(D)ds(D)ss(D)+1 for any digraph D. The related open problem is to ﬁnd the necessary and sufﬁcient conditions
for digraphs such that ss(D) = ds(D) always holds.
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